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Yeah, reviewing a ebook Bill And Hillary The Politics Of Personal William Henry Chafe could add your close
contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, carrying out does not
recommend that you have astonishing points.

Comprehending as with ease as understanding even more than extra will meet the expense of each success.
next-door to, the broadcast as skillfully as insight of this Bill And Hillary The Politics Of Personal William
Henry Chafe can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

My Life Greenhaven Publishing
LLC
Set in the "New Gilded Age"
the book goes beyond
personality and politics to
examine the critical issues of
the day such as healthcare
and welfare reform, business
and financial deregulation,
economic and fiscal practice,

and foreign affairs in a post-
Cold War world.
Hillary Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers
From best-selling, award-
winning biographer Nigel
Hamilton, this is an insightful,
prodigiously researched, and
wonderfully readable account
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of Bill Clinton's first term in
office. It shows how a well-
meaning but na�ve new
president failed to assert true
leadership in his first two years,
and then illustrates how, in an
astonishing act of self-
reinvention, the president
turned defeat into victory. Bill
Clinton: Mastering the
Presidency is a gripping tale of
hubris and redemption—and a
chronicle of one of the most
dramatic reversals of fortune in
modern American politics.
Rodham Sphere
#1 New York Times Bestseller
President Bill Clinton’s My
Life is the strikingly candid

portrait of the 42nd U.S.
president, a global leader who
decided early in life to devote
his intellectual and political
gifts, and his extraordinary
capacity for hard work, to
serving the public. It shows us
the progress of a remarkable
American, who, through his
own enormous energies and
efforts, made the unlikely
journey from Hope, Arkansas,
to the White House—a journey
fueled by an impassioned
interest in the political process
which manifested itself at every
stage of his life: in college,
working as an intern for
Senator William Fulbright; at

Oxford, becoming part of the
Vietnam War protest
movement; at Yale Law
School, campaigning on the
grassroots level for Democratic
candidates; back in Arkansas,
running for Congress, attorney
general, and governor. We see
his career shaped by his
resolute determination to
improve the life of his fellow
citizens, an unfaltering
commitment to civil rights, and
an exceptional understanding of
the practicalities of political
life. We come to understand the
emotional pressures of his
youth—born after his father’s
death; caught in the
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dysfunctional relationship
between his feisty, nurturing
mother and his abusive
stepfather, whom he never
ceased to love and whose name
he took; drawn to the brilliant,
compelling Hillary Rodham,
whom he was determined to
marry; passionately devoted,
from her infancy, to their
daughter, Chelsea, and to the
entire experience of fatherhood;
slowly and painfully beginning
to comprehend how his early
denial of pain led him at times
into damaging patterns of
behavior. President Clinton’s
book is also the fullest, most
concretely detailed, most

nuanced account of a presidency
ever written—encompassing not
only the high points and crises
but the way the presidency
actually works: the day-to-day
bombardment of problems,
personalities, conflicts,
setbacks, achievements. It is a
testament to the positive impact
on America and on the world of
his work and his ideals. It is the
gripping account of a president
under concerted and
unrelenting assault orchestrated
by his enemies on the Far
Right, and how he survived and
prevailed. It is a treasury of
moments caught alive, among
them: • The ten-year-old boy

watching the national political
conventions on his family’s
new (and first) television set. •
The young candidate looking
for votes in the Arkansas hills
and the local seer who tells
him, “Anybody who would
campaign at a beer joint in
Joiner at midnight on Saturday
night deserves to carry one box.
. . . You’ll win here. But it’ll
be the only damn place you win
in this county.” (He was right
on both counts.) • The roller-
coaster ride of the 1992
campaign. • The
extraordinarily frank exchanges
with Newt Gingrich and Bob
Dole. • The delicate
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manipulation needed to
convince Rabin and Arafat to
shake hands for the camera
while keeping Arafat from
kissing Rabin. • The cost, both
public and private, of the
scandal that threatened the
presidency. Here is the life of a
great national and international
figure, revealed with all his
talents and contradictions, told
openly, directly, in his own
completely recognizable voice.
A unique book by a unique
American.
Living History
HarperCollins
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The
definitive account of

one of the most
accomplished,
controversial, and
polarizing figures in
American history Bill
Clinton is the most
arresting leader of his
generation. He
transformed American
politics, and his eight
years as president
spawned arguments that
continue to resonate.
For all that has been
written about this
singular
personality–including
Clinton’s own massive
autobiography–there has
been no comprehensive,
nonpartisan overview of

the Clinton presidency.
Few writers are as
qualified and equipped
to tackle this vast
subject as the award-
winning veteran
Washington Post
correspondent John F.
Harris, who covered
Clinton for six of his
eight years in
office–as long as any
reporter for a major
newspaper. In The
Survivor, Harris frames
the historical debate
about President William
Jefferson Clinton, by
revealing the inner
workings of the Clinton
White House and
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providing the first
objective analysis of
Clinton’s leadership
and its consequences.
Harris shows Clinton
entering the Oval
Office in 1993 primed
to make history. But
with the Cold War
recently concluded and
the country coming off
a nearly uninterrupted
generation of
Republican presidents,
the new president’s
entry into this
maelstrom of events was
tumultuous. His
troubles were
exacerbated by the
habits, personal

contacts, and the
management style, he
had developed in his
years as governor of
Arkansas. Clinton’s
enthusiasm and temper
were legendary, and he
and Hillary Rodham
Clinton–whose ambitions
and ordeals also fill
these pages–arrived
filled with mistrust
about many of the
characters who greeted
them in the “permanent
Washington” that often
holds the reins in the
nation’s capital.
Showing surprising
doggedness and a deep-
set desire to govern

from the middle,
Clinton repeatedly rose
to the challenges;
eventually winning over
(or running over)
political adversaries
on both sides of the
aisle–sometimes facing
as much skepticism from
fellow Democrats as
from his Republican
foes. But as Harris
shows in his accounts
of political debacles
such as the attempted
overhaul of health
care, Clinton’s
frustrations in the war
against terrorism, and
the numerous personal
controversies that time
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and again threatened to
consume his presidency,
Bill Clinton could
never manage to outrun
his tendency to favor
conciliation over
clarity, or his own
destructive appetites.
The Survivor is the
best kind of history, a
book filled with major
revelations–the tense
dynamic of the Clinton
inner circle and
Clinton’s professional
symbiosis with Al Gore
to the imprint of
Clinton’s immense
personality on domestic
and foreign affairs–as
well as the minor

details that leaven all
great political
narratives. This long-
awaited synthesis of
the dominant themes,
events, and
personalities of the
Clinton years will
stand as the
authoritative and
lasting work on the
Clinton Presidency.

Bill and Hillary Clinton The
Rosen Publishing Group,
Inc
Hillary Rodham Clinton is
the most polarizing figure in
American politics. Love her
or hate her, everyone has a
strong opinion about the
former first lady turned

senator who is almost
certainly going to run for
president in 2008. Despite
more than a dozen years in
the national spotlight and
more than a dozen
unauthorized books about
her, she has managed to
keep many secrets from the
public especially about her
turbulent marriage and its
impact on her career. There
have been plenty of rumors
about what Hillary and Bill
Clinton did behind closed
doors, but never a definitive
book that exposes the truth.
Bestselling author Edward
Klein draws on rare access
to inside sources to reveal
what Hillary knew and when
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she knew it during her years
as first lady, especially
during her husband’s
impeachment. Klein’s book,
embargoed until publication,
will break news about the
choices and calculations she
has made over the years. It
will also prove that she lied
to America in her
bestselling autobiography
Living History. When she
was just a little girl, Hillary
Rodham dreamed of
becoming the first female
president, and her lifelong
dream is almost within
reach. But just as the swift
boat veterans convinced
millions of voters that John
Kerry lacked the character

to be president, Klein’s
book will influence
everyone who is sizing up
the character of Hillary
Clinton.

My Turn Thomas
Nelson
The truth about the
most important woman
in America In Her Way,
two Pulitzer Prize-
winning New York
Times investigative
journalists deliver:
Previously undisclosed
details about the
Clinton's multi-decade
plan for powerincluding
8 years in the White

House for Bill and 8
years for Hillary. Never-
before-revealed
information about
Hillary's involvement in
her husband's
campaigns - including
cover-ups and the truth
about Bill's draft record.
New details regarding
Hillary's rivalry with Al
Gore - and why it is
likely to heat up.
Provocative new
information about
Hillary's vote to
authorize the Iraq War,
and the steps she has
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taken to distance herself
from that vote.
Revelations about Bill
Clinton's role in
Hillary's campaign and
his surprising opinion of
Barack Obama New
details of Hillary's
failure to adhere to
Senate ethics rules, and
what this says about
her political empire She
is one of the most
influential and
recognizable figures in
our country, and
perhaps the single most
divisive individual in our

political landscape. She
has been the subject of
both hagiography and
vitriolic smear jobs. But
although dozens of
books have been
written about her, none
of them have come
close to uncovering the
real Hillary -- personal,
political, in all her
complications. Now, as
she make her historic
run for the presidency,
Pulitzer Prize-winning
New York Times
reporters Jeff Gerth and
Don Van Natta Jr. bring

us the first
comprehensive and
balanced portrait of the
most important woman
in American politics.
Drawing upon myriad
new sources and
previously undisclosed
documents, Her Way
shows us how, like
many women of her
generation, Hillary
Rodham Clinton
tempered a youthful
idealism with the
realities of corporate
America and big-league
politics. It takes readers
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from the dorm rooms at
Wellesley to the
courthouses of
Arkansas and
Washington; to the
White House and role
as First Lady like none
other; inside the back
rooms of the Senate,
where she expertly
navigates the political
and legislative shoals;
to her $4 million
mansion in Washington,
where she presides
over an unparalleled
fundraising machine;
and to her war room,

from which she
orchestrates ferocious
attacks against her
critics. Throughout her
career, she has been
alternately helped and
hindered by her
marriage to Bill Clinton.
Her Way unravels the
mysteries of their
political partnership --
one of the most
powerful and enigmatic
in American history. It
also explains why
Hillary is such a
polarizing figure. And
more than any other

book, it reveals what
her ultimate hopes and
ambitions are -- for
herself and for America.
The Postmodern
Presidency Simon and
Schuster
The definitive takedown by
the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Secret
Empires. In 2000, Bill and
Hillary Clinton owed
millions of dollars in legal
debt. Since then, they’ve
earned over $130 million.
Where did the money come
from? Most people assume
that the Clintons amassed
their wealth through
lucrative book deals and
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high-six figure fees for
speaking gigs. Now, Peter
Schweizer shows who is
really behind those
enormous payments. In his
New York Times bestselling
books Extortion and Throw
Them All Out, Schweizer
detailed patterns of official
corruption in Washington
that led to congressional
resignations and new ethics
laws. In Clinton Cash, he
follows the Clinton money
trail, revealing the
connection between their
personal fortune, their
“close personal friends,”
the Clinton Foundation,
foreign nations, and some of
the highest ranks of

government. Schweizer
reveals the Clinton’s
troubling dealings in
Kazakhstan, Colombia, Haiti,
and other places at the
“wild west” fringe of the
global economy. In this
blockbuster expos�,
Schweizer merely presents
the troubling facts he’s
uncovered. Meticulously
researched and
scrupulously sourced, filled
with headline-making
revelations, Clinton Cash
raises serious questions of
judgment, of possible
indebtedness to an array of
foreign interests, and
ultimately, of fitness for
high public office.

Bill Clinton CreateSpace
The author, a childhood
friend of Hillary
Clinton's husband Billy,
talks about Hillary
Clinton's political
career and why she
thinks a second Clinton
presidency would be a
disaster.
HRC Random House Trade
Paperbacks
The fabled success of the
scholarship boy would be
marred by the decisions he
came to make regarding
Vietnam and military
service-choices that haunt
him to this day. We watch
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with a mixture of alarm,
fascination, and awe as Bill
Clinton does so much that is
right-and so much that is
wrong. He sets his cap for
the star student at Yale,
young Hillary Rodham,
seducing her with his
dreams of a better America
and an aw-shucks grin.
Wherever he goes, he
charms and disarms-young
and old, men and
women...and more women.
He becomes a law professor
straight out of college; he
contests a congressional
election in his twenties-and
almost wins it. He becomes
attorney general of his state
and within two years is set

to become the youngest-
ever governor of Arkansas,
at only thirty-two. Yet,
always, there is a curse, a
drive toward personal self-
destruction-and with that
the destruction of all those
who are helping him on his
legendary path. His affair
with Gennifer Flowers
strains his marriage and
later nearly.

Bill Clinton New Word
City
It's not a stretch to say
that more has been
written about Hillary, pro
and con, than probably
any other living American
politician. So in the build-

up to the 2008
presidential election, what
is not needed is just
another book about
Candidate Hillary.
Fortunately, this expos�
is much more-a hybrid
product that includes not
only cutting-edge
reporting, revealing facts
and fictions about the
junior senator from New
York, but does it in a dual
book-and-movie format.
David N. Bossie, former
chief investigator for the
US House of
Representatives
Committee on
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Government Reform and
Oversight, reveals all the
must-know details about
Hillary's life and career,
exposing the truth about
her conflicts in the past
and her liberal plot for the
future. Bossie has
previously produced such
acclaimed documentaries
as Border War(www.bord
erwarmovie.com).

Clinton Cash Regnery
Publishing
Willey, former
Democratic activist and
White House volunteer,
argues that Hillary
Clinton should not be

returned to the White
House in any capacity
as she outlines how her
life was changed by the
intimidation campaign
launched by the
Clintons.
Partisan Sex Ballantine
Books
Discusses the complex
personal relationship
between Bill and Hillary
Clinton.

Political Power: Bill
Clinton Peter Lang
“An astonishing
collection of 171
interviews with

Clinton’s friends, foes,
admirers, and
detractors as well as
reporters and political
analysts.”—Booklist
(starred review).
Though Bill Clinton has
been out of office since
2001, public fascination
with him continues
unabated. Many books
about Clinton have been
published in recent
years, but shockingly,
no single-volume
biography covers the
full scope of Clinton’s
life from the cradle to
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the present day, not
even Clinton’s own
account, My Life. More
troubling still, books on
Clinton have tended to
be highly polarized,
casting the former
president in an overly
positive or negative
light. In this, the first
complete oral history of
Clinton’s life, historian
Michael Takiff presents
the first truly balanced
book on one of our
nation’s most
controversial and
fascinating presidents.

Through more than 150
chronologically
arranged interviews
with key
figures—including Bob
Dole, James Carville,
and Tom Brokaw,
among many others—A
Complicated Man goes
far beyond the well-
worn party-line
territory to capture the
larger-than-life essence
of Clinton the man. With
the tremendous
attention given to the
Lewinsky scandal, it is
easy to overlook the

president’s humble
upbringing, as well as
his many achievements
at home and abroad: the
longest economic boom
in American history, a
balanced budget,
successful intervention
in the Balkans, and a
series of landmark, if
controversial, free-
trade agreements.
Through the candid
recollections of Takiff’s
many subjects, A
Complicated Man leaves
no area unexplored,
revealing the most
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complete and
unexpected portrait of
our forty-second
president published to
date. “Packed with
fascinating personal
perspective and
testimony.”—Nigel
Hamilton, bestselling
and award-winning
author of American
Caesars
Bill Clinton Simon and
Schuster
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • From
the author of American
Wife and Eligible . . . He

proposed. She said no.
And it changed her life
forever. “A deviously
clever what if.”—O: The
Oprah Magazine
“Immersive,
escapist.”—Good Morning
America
“Ingenious.”—The New
York Times NAMED ONE
OF THE BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY The
New Yorker • NPR •
The Washington Post •
Marie Claire •
Cosmopolitan (UK) •
Town & Country • New
York Post In 1971,
Hillary Rodham is a young

woman full of promise:
Life magazine has
covered her Wellesley
commencement speech,
she’s attending Yale Law
School, and she’s on the
forefront of student
activism and the women’s
rights movement. And
then she meets Bill
Clinton. A handsome,
charismatic southerner
and fellow law student,
Bill is already planning his
political career. In each
other, the two find a
profound intellectual,
emotional, and physical
connection that neither
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has previously
experienced. In the real
world, Hillary followed
Bill back to Arkansas, and
he proposed several
times; although she said
no more than once, as we
all know, she eventually
accepted and became
Hillary Clinton. But in
Curtis Sittenfeld’s
powerfully imagined tour-
de-force of fiction, Hillary
takes a different road.
Feeling doubt about the
prospective marriage, she
endures their devastating
breakup and leaves
Arkansas. Over the next

four decades, she blazes
her own trail—one that
unfolds in public as well
as in private, that
involves crossing paths
again (and again) with Bill
Clinton, that raises
questions about the
tradeoffs all of us must
make in building a life.
Brilliantly weaving a
riveting fictional tale into
actual historical events,
Curtis Sittenfeld delivers
an uncannily astute and
witty story for our times.
In exploring the
loneliness, moral
ambivalence, and iron

determination that
characterize the quest for
political power, as well as
both the exhilaration and
painful compromises
demanded of female
ambition in a world still
run mostly by men,
Rodham is a singular and
unforgettable novel.

From the Center to the
Edge University of
Pittsburgh Press
In Bill and Hillary: The
Politics of the Personal,
the distinguished
historian William H.
Chafe boldly argues
that the trajectory of
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the Clintons' political
lives can be understood
only through the prism
of their personal
relationship. Each
experienced a difficult
childhood. Bill had an
abusive stepfather, and
his mother was in denial
about the family's
pathology. He believed
that his success as a
public servant would
redeem the family.
Hillary grew up with an
autocratic father and a
self-sacrificing mother
whose most important

lesson for her daughter
was the necessity of
family togetherness. As
an adolescent, Hillary's
encounter with her
youth minister helped
set her moral compass
on issues of race and
social justice. From the
day they first met at
Yale Law School, Bill
and Hillary were
inseparable, even
though their
relationship was
inherently volatile. The
personal dynamic
between them would go

on to determine their
political fates. Hillary
was instrumental in
Bill's triumphs as
Arkansas's governor
and saved his
presidential candidacy
in 1992 by standing
with him during the
Gennifer Flowers sex
scandal. He responded
by delegating to her
powers that no other
First Lady had ever
exercised. Always
tempestuous, their
relationship had as
many lows as it did
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highs, from near divorce
to stunning electoral
and political successes.
Chafe's many
insights—into subjects
such as health care,
Kenneth Starr, welfare
reform, and the extent
to which the Lewinsky
scandal finally freed
Hillary to become a
politician in her own
right and return to the
consensus reformer she
had been in college and
law school—add texture
and depth to our
understanding of the

Clintons' experience
together. The latest
book from one of our
preeminent historians,
Bill and Hillary is the
definitive account of the
Clintons' relationship
and its far-reaching
impact on American
political life.
Hillary Cornell
University Press
The mesmerizing story
of Hillary Clinton's
political rebirth, based
on eyewitness accounts
from deep inside her
inner circle and

featuring a new
introduction from the
authors Hillary
Clinton’s surprising
defeat in the 2008
Democratic primary
brought her to the nadir
of her political career,
vanquished by a much
younger opponent
whose message of
change and cutting-edge
tech team ran circles
around her stodgy
campaign. And yet, six
years later, she has
reemerged as an even
more powerful and
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influential figure, a
formidable stateswoman
and the presumed front-
runner for the 2016
Democratic presidential
nomination, marking one
of the great political
comebacks in history.
The story of Hillary’s
phoenixlike rise is at
the heart of HRC, a
riveting political
biography that journeys
into the heart of
“Hillaryland” to
discover a brilliant
strategist at work.
Masterfully unfolded by

Politico’s Jonathan
Allen and The Hill’s
Amie Parnes from more
than two hundred top-
access interviews with
Hillary’s intimates,
colleagues, supporters,
and enemies, HRC
portrays a seasoned
operator who negotiates
political and diplomatic
worlds with equal
savvy. Loathed by the
Obama team in the
wake of the primary,
Hillary worked to
become the president’s
greatest ally, their fates

intertwined in the work
of reestablishing
America on the world
stage. HRC puts
readers in the room
with Hillary during the
most intense and pivotal
moments of this era, as
she mulls the president-
elect’s offer to join the
administration, pulls the
strings to build a
coalition for his war
against Libya, and
scrambles to deal with
the fallout from the
terrible events in
Benghazi—all while
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keeping one eye focused
on 2016. HRC offers a
rare look inside the
merciless Clinton
political machine, as Bill
Clinton handled the
messy business of
avenging Hillary’s
primary loss while she
tried to remain above
the partisan fray.
Exploring her
friendships and
alliances with Robert
Gates, David Petraeus,
Leon Panetta, Joe
Biden, and the president
himself, Allen and

Parnes show how
Hillary fundamentally
transformed the State
Department through the
force of her celebrity
and her unparalleled
knowledge of how
power works in
Washington. Filled with
deep reporting and
immersive storytelling,
this remarkable portrait
of the most important
female politician in
American history is an
essential inside look at
the woman who may be
our next president.

Man of the World WND
Books
“A rich, believable portrait
of a master politician out of
office: needy, rivalrous,
thin-skinned, proud, hot-
tempered.” —The New York
Review of Books Updated
in 2017 and hailed as,
“engrossing…detailed and
intimate” (Publishers
Weekly), veteran political
journalist Joe Conason’s
Man of the World brings
you along with Bill Clinton,
as the forty-second
president blazes new paths
in his post-presidential
career. It is unlike the
second career of any other
president: “Bill Clinton” is a
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global brand, rising from the
dark days of his White
House departure to become
one of the most popular
names in the world. In his
“deeply researched” (The
New York Times Book
Review) Man of the World,
Joe Conason describes how
that happened, examining
Clinton’s achievements, his
failures, his motivations,
and his civilian life. He
explains why Clinton’s
ambitions for the world
continue to inspire (and
infuriate). Conason, who
has covered Clinton for
twenty years, interviewed
him many times for this
book—as well as Hillary and

Chelsea and many of his
friends, aides, rivals, and
supporters. He has travelled
with Clinton to Africa, Haiti,
Israel, and across America.
Conason’s “often absorbing
chronicle captures the
energy and charisma of the
former president as
he…finds a mission in his
philanthropic work in Africa,
Asia, and elsewhere”
(Kirkus Reviews). Man of
the World—starring the one
and only Bill Clinton—tells
the engrossing story of an
extraordinary man who is
still seeking to do good in
the world.
The Survivor Random
House Trade Paperbacks

Sex, politics, and the law
characterized the Clinton
era, which began with the
emergence of Bill Clinton as
a presidential candidate
with a train of sex scandals
and ended with the attacks
of September 11, 2001. The
Monica Lewinsky affair was
the climax of the
phenomenon, and the
resulting scandal had far-
reaching effects. Politics
became the language and
the means for battles over
sex. Sex and politics
became metaphors for each
other as American society
struggled to come to terms
with its sexual and political
anxieties. Partisan Sex:
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Bodies, Politics, and the Law
in the Clinton Era explores
the high-cultural anxieties
of the left and the
masculinity hang-ups of the
right, the exploitation of
romance imagery and hot
sauce bottles, the
obsessions with Hillary
Clinton's breakfasts, and the
rise of a society of voyeurs.
-- Amazon.com.
The Seduction of Hillary
Rodham Routledge
From the Center to the
Edge is the first historical
interpretation of the politics
and public policies of the
Clinton administration.
Eminent political historian
William C. Berman

describes in penetrating
detail the origins, evolution,
and transformation of
Clinton's programs for
change as well as the
reasons for its various
successes and failures.
Berman sheds new light on
both domestic
matters--such as welfare
reform, deficit reduction,
and the impeachment
process--and key foreign
policy issues, including
American relations with
Russia and China, and the
conflicts in Bosnia and
Kosovo. From the Center to
the Edge provides a
balanced but critical
perspective of the Clinton

administration, and is
strongly recommended for
anyone interested in
presidential politics and
recent American history.
Visit our website for sample
chapters!

Below the Beltway
Rowman & Littlefield
This book uses
hundreds of hours of
newly opened
interviews and other
sources to illuminate
the life and times of the
nation's forty-second
president, Bill Clinton.
Combining the
authoritative
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perspective of these
inside accounts with the
analytic powers of some
of America’s most
distinguished
presidential scholars,
the essays assembled
here offer a major
advance in our
collective understanding
of the Clinton White
House. Included are
path-breaking chapters
on the major domestic
and foreign policy
initiatives of the Clinton
years, as well as
objective discussions of

political success and
failure. p>42 is the first
book to make extensive
use of previously closed
interviews collected for
the Clinton Presidential
History Project,
conducted by the
Presidential Oral
History Program of the
University of Virginia’s
Miller Center. These
interviews, recorded by
teams of scholars
working under a veil of
strict confidentiality,
explored officials’
memories of their

service with President
Clinton and their
careers prior to joining
the administration.
Interviewees also
offered political and
leadership lessons they
had gleaned as
eyewitnesses to and
shapers of history.
Their spoken
recollections provide
invaluable detail about
the inner history of the
presidency in an age
when personal diaries
and discursive letters
are seldom written. The
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authors producing this
volume had first access
to more than fifty of
these cleared
interviews, including
sessions with White
House chiefs of staff
Mack McLarty and Leon
Panetta, Secretaries of
State Warren
Christopher and
Madeleine Albright,
National Security
Advisors Anthony Lake
and Sandy Berger, and
a host of political
advisors who guided
Clinton into the White

House and helped keep
him there. This book
thus provides a
multidimensional
portrait of Bill Clinton's
administration, drawing
largely on the
observations of those
who knew it best. p>
Contributors Spencer D.
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Sidney M. Milkis,
University of Virginia
Megan Moeller,
University of Texas at
Austin Michael Nelson,
Rhodes College and the
Miller Center,
University of
Virginia/p”Bruce F.
Nesmith, Coe
College/ppBarbara A.
Perry, Miller Center,
University of
Virginia/ppPaul J. Quirk,
University of British
Columbia/ppRussell L.
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